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Paying Homage late Lt. KIRAN SHEKHAWAT.  

Event Name             :  Paying homage late Lt KIRAN SHEKHAWAT.   

Date                           :  25th March 2023.  

Duration of Event   : 01 Day 

Time                           : 08.00 AM onwards.  

Venue                        : Chanakya Bhawan, block D1, Chanakyapuri, New Delhi 110021.  

Total strength presented and participated is: 

SD 1 year - 06 and 3 year - 04 

 Total- 10 participated in the event. 

Objective 

As per Email Received from unit: March18, 2023, 8:18 PM , I did necessary Arrangements for the event on 25th 
March, 2023 2023 to ensure the participation in paying homage to late Lt. KIRAN SHEKHAWAT on her 8th death 
anniversary. 

 

REPORT 

These cadets were present on 25th March 2023 to be part in paying homage to late Lt. KIRAN SHEKHAWAT on her 
8th death anniversary. 
They all were directed to report at NCC Group C Headquarters at 06:30AM. And directions were given to them 
regarding this event by PI staff and senior cadets. 
 
The bus was arranged by the officials to go to Chanakya Bhawan. Reached venue on time and head count was 
done by senior cadets. Around 9:00 AM the chief guest Hon’ble wing commander and families of martyred soldiers 
from various parts of the country arrived at venue and stage artists from FITOOR GROUP also were a part of the 
event. 
 
Retired officers from all three defense forces and serving officers from Indian Navy were part of the event along 
with parents of Lt KIRAN SHEKHAWAT, Sh. VIJENDRA SINGH SHEKHAWAT and Smt. MADHU CHAUHAN. 
 
The ceremony started and all the invited guests came on stage to pay their homage and respects to Lt. KIRAN   one 
by one. Her life story along with 10 other brave women of our country was shown and shared in the event which 
inspired everyone to achieve heights in their life overcoming all the obstacles and encouraged one to serve their 
motherland at all costs. 
 
A drama presented by FITOOR GROUP created awareness about taking care of our environment and using our 
resources sustainably and efficiently. 
 
Parents and families of martyred soldiers were invited and were given a small token of respect.  
Apart from this the missing 54 from INDO-PAK war were also remembered and each one of them were shown to 
the guests. 
 
The closing speech was given by commanding officer of INAS 30 and LANCE NAIK DEEPCHAND sir who lost his limbs 
on line of duty. 
 
The initiative is to inculcate the feeling of patriotism in the hearts of the people besides to promote awareness 
about the Gallantry Awards winners of India and encourage every single girl to come and serve the motherland. 
Cadets felt very grateful for this opportunity. 
 



Great connecting with everyone. They learned lot of things from this event. 
Hope more events like this is on the way so that they all can learn and develop to  become asset to our country. 
Finally the cadets had to report at the unit and were made to fallout at 2:00PM 
 
JAI HIND!!! 

List of Beneficiary (Division) 
S.No. Name of Cadets Regimental No 

1.  SGT Harshit khatter DL21SDA697082 

 2.  SGT Deepak kumar DL21SDA697072 

 3.  CDT Ayush sharma DL21SDA697063 

 4.  CDT Prajjwal kapri DL21SDA697094 

 5.  CDT Harish kj DL22SDA697152 

 6.  CDT Abhishek kr. Bhakta   

 

DL22SDA697121 

 7.  CDT Harsh rathee DL22SDA697154 

 8.  CDT Ayutesh DD22SDA697145 

 9.  CDT Priyank gairola DL22SDA697176 

 10.  CDT Ashray gupta DL22SDA697139 
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